
MFM 1PI Southwood Secondary School
MATHEMATICS Practice Exam 1

UNITS 1,2: Integers, Graphing and Relations

1 . Fill in the blanks.

a) The y coordinate of the point (—3,2) is

____________

b) The point (—7, 3) lies in quadrant

2. Evaluate.

a) - 3 - 7 b) -2(+9) c) Z- d) (4)2 e) Jiii

3. Evaluate. Show all BEDMAS steps.

a5-7 - 2 +-4- - c) 44)2(1 + 3)

4. Evaluate for x = —2 and y = —3. Show your substitution and steps.

2xy — y

5. State whether each is linear or non—linear.

a) y=2x2+3 b) y=x+1



.

. . —
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Type of Relation:

____________________

UNIT 3: Algebra and Equations

1. Simplify.

a) —2x+5y—7x—3y—3x b) 4(5z—7) c) 2(3x—1)—5(x+1)

2. Solve. Show all steps

b) 4x+3=27

6. i) Complete the table of values.
Show all ofyour work to the right ofthe table
ii) Graph on the grid provided. Label the gridfully.

y = x2 +2

x y

—2

0

2

7. a) Complete the following tables. For Finite Differences.
b) State the type of relation. ( Linear or Non—linear)

i) Difference in
x

ues

—2 —9

—1 -4

0 1

1 6

a) x—12=—19 c) 3x+8=—2x—12



3. Use the Pythagorean Theorem to determine the length of each unknown side.
Round to 1 decimal place if necessary.a) /“1 ‘

b)

UNIT 4: Rational Numbers

1 . Fill in the blanks.

a) Reduce to lowest terms.
-16

b) Express as an improper fraction— 5-- =

2. Evaluate. Leave your answer as afractions in lowest terms.

—3 1 10 —4 3 2
a) —+— b) —x— c) l—÷—

5 6 3 5 75

UNIT 5: Slope and Applications

1 . Find the slope of each of the following. State theformula used.

a) 6 b) (3,-7) and (- 8,1)



2. Graph y = x — 2 using the slope and y—intercept. Labelyour graph fully.

The slope is

The y—intercept is

____________

3 . Tickets for the Kitchener Rangers cost $ 1 8/ticket.
Tfyou order oniineyou mustaIsopayifrforirservitc aiiu uiivciy icc.

a) State the slope with units.

b) State the y—intercept with units.

c) Write an equation to represent C, the cost of ordering n tickets online.

d) Use your equation to calculate the cost of ordering 9 tickets.



UNIT 6: Geometry
1 . Fill in the blanks.

a) The angles in any triangle add to

________

b) Angles that are smaller than 900 are called

_______________________________

angles.

x=

______

y=

UNIT 7: Measurement

State -any formula used.
Round all answers to 1 decimal place.
Use your it button or 3.14159
Include the correct units in your answer.

1 . Determine the area and perimeter.

2. Determine the value of the unknown(s) in each diagram.

a) b)

x=

______

14m

9m

lOm

2. Determine the volume.

32 cm



UNIT 8: Ratios and Proportions and other stuff

*Showfull solutions as done in class

1 . The ratio of boys to girls is 7: 13 at Southwood Secondary School.
How many boys are there if there are 152 girls? (Answer to the nearest boy)

2. In 8 minutes, a student can type 205 words. Suppose she continues at this rate.
How many words could she type in 39 minutes?

3. State the unit rate. Circle the one that is the fastest.

A: 300 km in 4 hours B : 400 km in 5 hours

-

Unitrate=

__________________

Unitrate=

4. A store has iPads at 20% off. The regular price is $300

a) Calculate the discount. b) Calculate the sale price.



MFM iF! Southwood Secondary School

MATHEMATICS Practice Exam 1

JNITS 1,2: Integers, Graphing and Relations

1 . Fill in the blanks.

a) The y coordinate ofthe point (—3,2) is

__________

b) The point (—7, 3) lies in quadrant “

2. Evaluate.

a) - 3 - 7 b) -2(+9) c) Z- d) (4)2 e) Jfi

. Io
, ii

3 . Evaluate. Show all steps.

a) 5—7—2±8—1 - b) 3—2(--5) c) 6(l—4)—2(--l+3)
--

— ---- -

I2Io 3+i —

:

4. Evaluate for x = —2 and y = —3

2xy — y

s:i?.c.:2) (3)

: I2.+3

Is
5. State whether each is linear or non-linear.

a) y=2x2+3
b) y=x+l

frt’ I’.b%€.8r’



UNiT 3: Algebra and Equations

1 . Simplify.

a) —2x+5y—7x—3y—3x

2. Solve. Show all steps

b) 4(5z—7) c) 2(3x — i) — 5(x + 1)

: .

a) x—12=—19

)(-it+12 ‘i+fL

b) 4x+3=27

q*#43 )4

c) 3x+8=—2x—12

.

6. i) Complete the table of values.
Show all ofyour work to the right ofthe table

ii) Graph on the grid provided. Labelyour graphfully.

y = x2 +2

x 5;

-2

0

2

c

‘

__,Lr

‘—C,
e&4t t

7. a) Complete the following tables. For Finite Differences.

b) State the type ofrelation. ( Linear or Non-linear)

i)

p

Difference in
x y y-values

—

—2

3. ‘.

rL!

—9

—1

—5
-4

0 1

1 6

Type of Relation: I ;i’-r

-

‘(

ç?e%44

r



.

2. Evaluate. Leaveyour answer as afraction. (No decimals!)

1t

—3 1 10 —4

a) —+—
b) —x--—

5 6s 3 5

3 . Use the Pythagorean Theorem to determine the length of each unknown side.

Round to 1 decimal place if necessary.

.a) y 15

11

I:;:
qL4I#lI.

q ‘2..i
F ‘

UNIT 4: Rational Numbers

xL45L

Liii ::?LF4zc
4r:: ‘itV

1. Fillintheblanks.
“I1

%

___

a) Reduce to lowest terms —- = ‘. b) Express as anTmproper fraction — 5 =

24
8

_.-i
4p

0

:
r

I c : ç

__

32
c) 1—÷—

75

Icz

7

fL4

(

b) (3’7)and8,1)

o(v’

p

UNIT 5: Slope and Applications

1 . Find the slope of each ofthe following:

a)

:::: : ::::::::::::::1::::::::::::::E

< 0
13 15

6 7
18 9

I’



2. Graph y = -x — 2 using the slope and y—intercept. Labelyour graphfully.

3 . Tickets for the KitchenerRangersèöst $ 1 8/tiëkët.

Ifyou order online you must also pay $5 for a service and delivery fee.

a) State the slope with units. r / ‘JL$

b) State the y—intercept with units.

__________________________

c) Write an equation to represent C, the cost of ordering n tickets online.

c
d) Use your equation to calculate the cost of ordering 9 tickets.

Show the substitution into yourformula and the steps. Include a “therefore “ statement”.

(/1j(cflfc

c

,

c (% ‘( I1$r t’ ‘ I I CoS4
1t /

. The slope is ‘.

The y—intercept is

/-7-

:::jiid’:
..+ —

%



UNIT 6: Geometry
1 . Fill in the blanks.

. a) The angles in any triangle add to

b) Angles that are smaller than 900 are called

UNIT 7: Measurement

State any formula used.

Round all answers to 1 decimal place.

Use your it button or 3.14159

Include the correct units in your answer.

1 . Determine the area and perimeter.

( 4)L

A P. I L. 4. £j .
c:

()4I44L4X’) I__I

1__ —
--

—a

VT’

7.
(1’ LAs

2. Determine the volume.

v 32cm

‘L. S’)(32.)

2. Determine the value ofthe unknown(s) in each diagram.

a)

c:Z( .JE:e. angles.

b)

x= 13c’°

y=

_____

14m

9m

lOm

2;I7.3
3

1(3

__

T:



UNIT 8: Ratios and Proportions and other stuff

1. The ratio ofboys to girls is 7:13 at Southwood Secondary School.

How many boys are there if there are 1 52 girls? (Answer to the nearest boy)

Do1”
7:i3

(fn :
I, 1cL

L.co :i

: d1s(1r

T( . % —‘-,,

: ftt Sç Ic? 2 r

2. In 8 minutes, a student can type 205 words. Suppose she continues at this rate.

dir

in 39 minutes?

VA fr\ : Zto ç ‘A :

23cRx

.

?
— - .

r’rcLe ca,eJo p 7?T dr

. ( y9b,
-fl

: ( 9)

3 . State the unit rate. Circle the one that is the fastest.

A: 300kmin4hours

-7-
Unit rate = I ) I v’.-r

4. A store has iPads at 20% off. The regular price is $300

a) Calculate the discount. b) Calculate the sale price.

200/. o •3oo •Cr4’O

£a-.e
,‘l1


